AAS Global Cybersecurity Investigations
National Center of Academic Excellence for Information Assurance CAE-CD

CSci 100
Survey of Computing
fall, wint, spr, summer

CIS 150
Hardware and Operating Systems
fall, wint, spr, summer

CIS 160
Networking and Cisco OS
fall, wint, spr, summer

CIS 161
MS OS and Cisco Networking
fall, summer

CIS 155
Intro. Cyber Forensics
fall, spr

CIS 166
Network Intrusion Detection
spr

CIS 215
Introduction UNIX/Linux
fall

CIS 217
Unix/Linux System Admin
wint, spr

CIS 221
Network Scripting
spr, summer

CIS 249
Intro to Cybercrime Investigative Tools
winter

CIS 269
Internet of Things (IoT) Security & Forensics
winter

CIS 289
International Cyber Crime Investigations
spr

Linux/UNIX Certificate (15 credits)

OS Network Fundamentals (15 credits)

Data Recovery Forensics (25 credits)

Related Instruction Courses
ENGL& 101
MATH&146
CMST & 101 OR CMST & 220
BUSN 160

Supporting Courses
CS& 132 Python
tfall, wint, spr, summer
ENGL& 235 Tech. Writing

CIS 140
Internship
tfall, wint, spr, summer

BAS in Cybersecurity
OR
Entry Level Job
cis.highline.edu